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Abstract—To date, various hybrid fuzzers have been proposed
for maximal program vulnerability exposure by integrating the
power of fuzzing strategies and concolic executors. While the
existing hybrid fuzzers have shown their superiority over con-
ventional coverage-guided fuzzers, they seldom follow equivalent
evaluation setups, e.g., benchmarks and seed corpora. Thus,
there is a pressing need for a comprehensive study on the
existing hybrid fuzzers to provide implications and guidance
for future research in this area. To this end, in this paper,
we conduct the first extensive study on state-of-the-art hybrid
fuzzers. Surprisingly, our study shows that the performance
of existing hybrid fuzzers may not well generalize to other
experimental settings. Meanwhile, their performance advantages
over conventional coverage-guided fuzzers are overall limited.
In addition, instead of simply updating the fuzzing strategies or
concolic executors, updating their coordination modes potentially
poses crucial performance impact of hybrid fuzzers. Accordingly,
we propose Cohuzz to improve the effectiveness of hybrid fuzzers
by upgrading their coordination modes. Specifically, based on
the baseline hybrid fuzzer QSYM, Cohuzz adopts edge-oriented
scheduling to schedule edges for applying concolic execution
via an online linear regression model with Stochastic Gradient
Descent. It also adopts sampling-augmenting synchronization to
derive seeds for applying fuzzing strategies via the interval path
abstraction and John walk as well as incrementally updating
the model. Our evaluation results indicate that Cohuzz can
significantly increase the edge coverage (e.g., 16.31% higher
than the best existing hybrid fuzzer in our study) and expose
around 2X more unique crashes than all studied hybrid fuzzers.
Moreover, Cohuzz successfully detects 37 previously unknown
bugs where 30 are confirmed with 8 new CVEs and 20 are fixed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Fuzzing usually refers to automated test input generation for
exposing potential software bugs or security vulnerabilities. To
date, many existing fuzzers facilitate vulnerability exposure
by optimizing code coverage of programs under test (i.e.,
coverage-guided fuzzing [1]–[5]). However, they have been
shown ineffective in many occasions [6]–[8]. To address such
issue, hybrid fuzzing [9]–[15] has been proposed to augment
fuzzing effectiveness by coordinating fuzzing strategies and
concolic execution [16]. Specifically, hybrid fuzzers leverage
fuzzing strategies to promptly explore program states and
concolic executors to generate the inputs which advance in

exploring hard-to-cover branches by solving program path
constraints. Moreover, hybrid fuzzers develop coordination
modes [13]–[15] to schedule subjects to be solved by concolic
execution and synchronize the resulting solutions for executing
fuzzing strategies to strengthen their effectiveness.

Although hybrid fuzzers have shown their performance su-
periority over conventional coverage-guided fuzzers, e.g., An-
gora outperforms AFL by 27.08% in terms of edge coverage in
the original paper [10], they seldom follow equivalent evalua-
tion setups, e.g., they hardly perform evaluations on identical
benchmarks or initial seed corpora. For instance, QSYM [9]
and Eclipser [11] adopt no common benchmark programs for
their evaluations. Meanwhile, the performance comparisons
among the existing hybrid fuzzers are limited. For instance,
Intriguer [12] only has been evaluated against QSYM [9] in
the existing literature. Such inconsistent evaluation setups and
limited performance comparisons can potentially compromise
the effectiveness and reliability of the existing hybrid fuzzers.
Therefore, there is a pressing need for an extensive study on
the existing hybrid fuzzers to comprehensively delineate their
strengths, limitations, and rationale.

In this paper, to our best knowledge, we conduct the first
comprehensive study on the existing hybrid fuzzers. Specif-
ically, we select seven state-of-the-art hybrid fuzzers as our
study subjects and construct a comprehensive benchmark suite
with 15 commonly adopted programs in their original papers.
Our study results suggest that the performance of existing
hybrid fuzzers may not well generalize to other experimental
setups. For instance, while Intriguer [12] and MEUZZ [14]
outperform QSYM in the original papers, our study shows that
QSYM can outperform Intriguer and MEUZZ by 9.69% and
6.29% in terms of edge coverage respectively on our more
comprehensive benchmark suite. Meanwhile, while hybrid
fuzzers can overall outperform conventional coverage-guided
fuzzers, the performance advantage is somewhat limited or
even untenable. For instance, on project tcpdump, conventional
coverage-guided fuzzer AFL++ outperforms hybrid fuzzers In-
triguer and MEUZZ by 7.02% and 4.77% respectively. More-
over, most studied hybrid fuzzers only expose slightly more or



even fewer unique crashes than conventional coverage-guided
fuzzers, e.g., AFL exposes 109 crashes while Eclipser and
DigFuzz only expose 107 and 105 crashes respectively. We
further find that the coordination mode can be a key factor for
the performance impact of a hybrid fuzzer, while the power
of the existing seed-oriented scheduling mechanisms and the
synchronization mechanisms has not been fully leveraged.

Inspired by the findings of our study, we propose a novel
hybrid fuzzing framework named Cohuzz which improves the
coordination mode upon the fuzzing strategies and concolic
executor of the baseline hybrid fuzzer QSYM. In particu-
lar, Cohuzz applies edge-oriented scheduling which adopts
an online linear regression model with Stochastic Gradient
Descent [17] to schedule hard-to-cover edges to be solved
by concolic executor. Furthermore, Cohuzz adopts sampling-
augmenting synchronization to derive the seeds with the in-
terval abstraction domain [18] and John walk [19] for execut-
ing the fuzzing strategy. Our evaluation results indicate that
Cohuzz can outperform AFL and the top-performing hybrid
fuzzer QSYM by 32.44% and 16.31% respectively in terms
of edge coverage. Meanwhile, Cohuzz successfully exposes
around 2X more unique crashes compared with state-of-the-
art hybrid fuzzers. Moreover, Cohuzz can detect 37 previously
unknown bugs where 30 have been confirmed with 8 new
CVEs and 20 have been fixed.

To summarize, our paper makes the following contributions.
• We have performed an extensive study on state-of-the-

art hybrid fuzzers on 15 real-world open-source projects
widely used in prior work. We find that their perfor-
mance may not well generalize to other experimental set-
tings and their performance advantages over conventional
coverage-guided fuzzers are overall limited. Moreover,
improving the coordination mode can be a key factor to
augment the performance of hybrid fuzzers.

• We propose a hybrid fuzzing framework Cohuzz based
on our findings which can significantly outperform the
best existing hybrid fuzzer by 16.31% in terms of edge
coverage and expose 37 previously unknown bugs which
cannot be detected by any studied hybrid fuzzer.

Note that all our study details are presented in our GitHub
repository [20].

II. BACKGROUND

A hybrid fuzzer [9], [21]–[23] typically consists of a
coverage-guided fuzzing strategy and a concolic executor,
and coordinate them via a coordination mode including the
scheduling and synchronization mechanism. Figure 1 presents
a typical framework of a hybrid fuzzer where the coverage-
guided fuzzing strategy iteratively obtains a seed from the seed
corpora and generates the mutants as input to the program
under test (PUT). By acquiring the code coverage updates
caused by executing mutants, the fuzzing strategy retains the
ones with increased/optimized code coverage as the seeds
in the seed corpora for further mutations. Meanwhile, the
collected seeds from the seed corpora are also scheduled for
applying concolic execution to generate the results, i.e., in

essence deriving the mutants, by solving path constraints pc
via the SMT solver [24]. Next, the resulting mutants after
applying concolic execution are synchronized, i.e., input for
executing the fuzzing strategy. In this section, we present the
details of coverage-guided fuzzing strategy, concolic executor,
and coordination mode of hybrid fuzzers respectively.
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Fig. 1. The overall framework of hybrid fuzzing

A. Coverage-guided Fuzzing Strategy

Coverage-guided fuzzers [1]–[3] usually maximize/increase
code coverage for advancing iterative executions (e.g., muta-
tions). For instance, AFL [1] retains the mutants that can be
executed to increase edge coverage as seeds for further mu-
tations. Albeit coverage-guided fuzzing strategies have been
shown effective [25]–[28], they are also argued to be deficient
in exploring hard-to-cover program states (e.g., certain condi-
tional jumps between basic blocks) [4], [5], [8], [23], [29].

B. Concolic Execution

We first introduce symbolic execution [30]–[33] which in-
puts programs with symbolic variables and simulates program
execution Ling:[change ”simulates program execution” to
”tracks program execution via an interpreter (e.g., KLEE [31])
or instrumentation (e.g., SymCC [34])”] to represent all
runtime variable states as symbolic expressions. Moreover,
by leveraging the power of its inclusive SMT solver [24],
symbolic executors can automatically generate test inputs to
solve specific program path constraints. Accordingly, concolic
execution [16], [35], [36] (a.k.a dynamic symbolic execution)
refers to tracing a concrete execution path and performs the
symbolic execution simultaneously. Specifically, a concolic
executor negates each conditional branch in an execution
path under concrete input for solving the corresponding path
constraints. When being applied in fuzzing, concolic exe-
cution can be advanced in exploring hard-to-cover program
transitions such that their solutions can be used as seeds to
facilitate further exploration of program states via fuzzing.
For instance, Figure 1 presents an execution path with two
conditional statements (i.e., ψ1 and ψ2) in the upper right cor-
ner. Correspondingly, a concolic executor solves the negated
path constraints ¬ψ1 and ψ1 ∧¬ψ2 respectively such that the
scope bounded by ψ1 and ψ2 can be further explored. While



compared with coverage-guided fuzzing strategies which are
usually lightweight in promptly exploring program states,
concolic execution tends to be heavyweight, i.e., incurring
significant computation overhead for symbolic emulation and
constraint solving [9], [21], [22].

C. Coordination Mode

A hybrid fuzzer develops a coordination mode to coordinate
the usage of its fuzzing strategy and concolic executor. Fig-
ure 1 shows that a coordination mode typically includes two
components, i.e, the scheduling and synchronization mecha-
nisms, which are illustrated as follows.

1) Scheduling: Scheduling refers to selecting and sorting
the subjects for performing concolic execution. In general, the
existing scheduling mechanisms are mainly seed-oriented. For
instance, many hybrid fuzzers [9], [11], [12], [23] randomly
select seeds for concolic execution. Moreover, DigFuzz [13]
prioritizes seeds according to their quantitative difficulty of
exploring edges, and MEUZZ [14] adopts a machine learning-
based regression model to predict the seed utility for seed
scheduling. Note that for a hybrid fuzzer, an ideal scheduling
mechanism is expected to fully leverage the power of the
fuzzing strategy and the concolic execution for their respective
purposes rather than mixing their usage to cause redundant
program state exploration.

2) Synchronization: Synchronization refers to the manner
of inputting the solutions, i.e., the resulting mutants, of con-
colic execution as the seeds for activating the execution of
fuzzing strategies. Essentially, synchronization can advance
the fuzzing strategy to further explore new program states
bounded by the solved path constraints [9], [23]. In general,
most existing hybrid fuzzers simply iteratively execute their
fuzzing strategies upon the termination of their concolic ex-
ecutions. Considering that the mutations in fuzzing strategies
can easily invalidate the path constraints solved by concolic
execution and thus compromise the exploration on program
states, Pangolin [15] converts the path constraint to the polyhe-
dral abstraction domain [37] with the SMT-opt algorithm [38]
for limiting mutation space. Accordingly, Pangolin adopts a
sampling-based algorithm named Dikin walk [39] to uniformly
sample the polyhedral abstraction to generate the mutants.

In this paper, we study the performance and rationale of not
only the hybrid fuzzers, but also their technical components.

III. EXTENSIVE STUDY

A. Subjects and Benchmarks

1) Subject: To determine our study subjects, we first select
the hybrid fuzzers recently published in prestigious software
engineering and system security conferences, e.g., ICSE, FSE,
CCS, S&P, and USENIX Security. Next, we filter the selected
hybrid fuzzers based on the availability of their source code
and the feasibility of their execution environments.

Eventually, we select seven hybrid fuzzers for study as
in Table I. We can observe that they all adopt AFL [1] as
their fuzzing strategy. In particular, QSYM [9], Angora [10],

TABLE I
STUDIED HYBRID FUZZERS

Name Fuzzing Strategy Concolic Executor Coordination Mode

Sch† Sync‡

QSYM [9] AFL QSYM-ce R D
Angora [10] AFL Angora-ce R D
Eclipser [11] AFL Eclipser-ce R D
Intriguer [12] AFL Intriguer-ce R D
DigFuzz [13] AFL QSYM-ce MC D
MEUZZ [14] AFL QSYM-ce ML D
Pangolin [15] AFL QSYM-ce R PD

†Scheduling - R: Random, MC: Monte Carlo, ML: Machine Learning
‡Synchronization - D: Default, PD: Polyhedral Path Abstraction + Dikin Walk

Eclipser [11], and Intriguer [12] propose their specific con-
colic executor designs. On the other hand, DigFuzz [13],
MEUZZ [14], and Pangolin [15] attempt to strengthen their
coordination modes. We present their details as follows.
QSYM [9], proposed as one baseline hybrid fuzzer in
USENIX Security’18, tailors a concolic executor with fast
symbolic emulation and enhanced constraint solving strategy.
Angora [10], proposed in S&P’18, attempts to replace the
concolic executor of QSYM by approximating its path con-
straint solver with taint tracking and gradient descent search.
Note that although Angora is not a typical hybrid fuzzer, we
still include it as a baseline for our study as it shares the same
insight as other hybrid fuzzers.
Eclipser [11], proposed in ICSE’19, applies a grey-box con-
colic executor which leverages lightweight instrumentation to
infer and solve approximated branch conditions.
Intriguer [12], proposed in CCS’19, attempts to address
the constraint solving issues at the field level, i.e., using
field inference and field transition tree to simplify symbolic
emulation. Meanwhile, Intriguer adopts the SMT solver only
for complicated constraints.
DigFuzz [13], proposed in NDSS’19, schedules seeds by
modeling the difficulty of exploring edges for each seed as a
probability using the Monte Carlo method [40] and prioritizes
the seeds by ranking their probabilities for concolic execution.
MEUZZ [14], proposed in RAID’20, adopts a linear re-
gression model to predict the seed utility based on feature
engineering and data labeling, for seed scheduling.
Pangolin [15], proposed in S&P’20, improves the synchro-
nization mechanism by formulating the path constraint as
polyhedral path abstraction and adopting Dikin walk [39] to
sample the mutants as input seeds for its fuzzing strategy.

To comprehensively evaluate our study subjects, we fur-
ther include typical conventional coverage-guided fuzzers
(AFL [1], FairFuzz [41], and AFL++ [42]) for performance
comparison Ling:[since all the studied hybrid fuzzers adopt
one core for fuzzing strategy and concolic execution re-
spectively]. In this paper, we implement their two-instance
versions [43] for fair performance comparison. Ling:[In par-
ticular, we simply replicate their original single-core (instance)
fuzzing strategies in an additional core (instance) and run them
simultaneously.]



2) Benchmark Programs: Following prior studies [27],
[44], [45], we construct our benchmark with the commonly
adopted programs in the studied hybrid fuzzers [9]–[15]. As
a result, we collect 15 real-world programs with their latest
versions shown in Table II to evaluate code coverage and bug
detection for our study.

TABLE II
STUDIED REAL-WORLD BENCHMARK

Program Version Input format Argument

readelf binutils-2.37 ELF -a @@
nm binutils-2.37 ELF -C @@
objdump binutils-2.37 ELF -D @@
strip binutils-2.37 ELF @@
tcpdump commit-465a8f PCAP -r @@
libxml2 2.9.12 XML @@
libjpeg v9c JPEG @@
jhead commit-f0a884 JPEG @@
libpng 1.7.0 PNG @@
libtiff 4.2.0 TIFF @@
file commit-d17d8e FILE -m magic @@
bento commit-7ddec0 MP4 @@
wavpack commit-36b08d WAV -y @@
cyclonedds commit-53cf7c IDL @@
libming commit-04aee5 SWF @@

B. Experiment Setup

Prior study [46] indicates that inappropriate seed choices
can lead to high variance in evaluation results and thus
potentially causes untenable performance. To alleviate such
issue, we strictly follow the instructions in the previous
work [15], [44], [46], [47] to construct the initial seed corpora
for reflecting the real-world testing scenarios and reducing
the bias of the edge coverage results. In particular, for the
benchmark programs whose input formats are JPEG, PNG,
and TIFF as in Table II, we collect their corresponding
AFL seed collection [48]. For the rest programs, we adopt
the seed collection from their original projects. Then we
employ afl-cmin to eliminate duplicate files to minimize
the corpora size. Note that we keep our initial seed corpora
identical across all experimental runs.

We adopt edge coverage to represent code coverage, as our
studied hybrid fuzzers [9]–[15]. Here an edge represents a
conditional jump between two basic blocks in programs. All
the evaluation results are averaged for 5 experimental runs for
reducing the impact caused by randomness. Following prior
work [5], [10], [13], [15], [44], the execution time budget for
each fuzzer is set to be 24 hours for all our experiments.

All the experiments are conducted on ESC servers with 2.6
GHz AMD EPYC™ ROME 7H12 CPUs and 256 GiB RAM
running Linux 4.15.0-147-generic Ubuntu 18.04.

C. Research Questions

We investigate the following research questions for exten-
sively studying hybrid fuzzing:
• RQ1: How do hybrid fuzzers perform on top of our bench-

mark programs? For this RQ, we evaluate the performance
of the studied hybrid fuzzers under multiple setups.

• RQ2: How do existing coordination modes impact hybrid
fuzzers? For this RQ, we investigate the performance impact
of the existing coordination modes.

D. Results and Analysis

1) RQ1: Performance of hybrid fuzzers: Table III demon-
strates the edge coverage results of the studied fuzzers upon
our benchmark. Surprisingly, we observe that the baseline
technique QSYM achieves the optimal performance on average
(5,763 edges), followed by Pangolin (5,561 edges) and An-
gora (5,517 edges). Moreover, QSYM dominates in the most
studied benchmark programs (7 out of 15). Specifically, while
DigFuzz and MEUZZ are respectively equipped with Monte
Carlo method [40] and supervised regression model [49] to
strengthen the scheduling mechanism of QSYM, they never-
theless underperform QSYM by 7.67% and 5.92%. Similarly,
while Pangolin attempts to improve the synchronization mech-
anism of QSYM, it underperforms QSYM by 3.51%.

We further attempt to analyse the edge coverage comparison
results presented in the original papers of the studied hybrid
fuzzers. Note that Angora, Eclipser and DigFuzz only compare
their results with conventional coverage-guided fuzzers (e.g.,
AFL) while failing to include any hybrid fuzzer. Thus, we
only include Intriguer, MEUZZ and Pangolin for analysis.
In particular, we analyse the commonly studied benchmark
programs between our study and their original papers (i.e., 4
for Intriguer, 6 for MEUZZ, and 9 for Pangolin). Overall,
we fail to replicate their original performance comparison
results in our study. Specifically, while all the original papers
demonstrate edge coverage improvement over QSYM (12.42%
for Intriguer, 6.60% for MEUZZ and 21.90% for Pangolin),
QSYM outperforms Intriguer, MEUZZ, and Pangolin by
3.75%, 9.99%, and 0.17% respectively in our study.

Interestingly, we observe that such original papers present
rather inconsistent edge coverage results on the same projects,
e.g., for program readelf, QSYM explores 6,012, 1,244, 8,402,
and 9,512 edges respectively in the original Intriguer, MEUZZ,
Pangolin papers, and our study. Since all evaluations follow the
same setups, e.g., metric and execution time, we infer that the
performance variances are caused by the divergent hardware
platforms and initial seed corpora applied in different papers.

Finding 1: The edge coverage comparison results among
hybrid fuzzers from their original papers may not well
generalize to other experimental setups.

Note that although hybrid fuzzers are proposed to enhance
conventional coverage-guided fuzzers by injecting concolic
execution [9], [21]–[23], [50], limited research effort has
been made to indicate their exact performance advantages. In
particular, multiple studied hybrid fuzzers only compare their
performance with AFL, while Pangolin and MEUZZ compare
with AFLFast [2] additionally. Thus, we then investigate the
edge coverage comparison between the hybrid fuzzers and
conventional coverage-guided fuzzers, as shown in Table III
where the overall optimal results, the optimal results achieved



TABLE III
EDGE COVERAGE RESULTS OF THE STUDIED FUZZERS

Program AFL FairFuzz AFL++ QSYM Angora Eclipser Intriguer DigFuzz MEUZZ Pangolin

readelf 9,176 9,198 9,154 9,512 9,632 9,220 9,620 9,378 9,487 10,053
nm 5,127 5,258 5,216 5,602 6,255 5,327 5,154 5,209 5,907 7,082
objdump 7,358 7,317 7,415 8,304 7,356 7,455 7,743 7,285 7,203 7,894
strip 6,340 7,104 6,788 7,624 7,582 7,210 6,906 7,541 7,195 7,940
tcpdump 9,782 9,879 9,955 10,279 10,025 10,170 9,302 10,018 9,502 9,320
libxml2 5,876 5,860 5,929 7,888 5,909 5,935 5,844 5,945 5,958 5,797
libjpeg 2,902 2,806 2,981 3,183 3,101 3,169 2,988 3,120 3,147 3,168
jhead 304 304 304 885 304 823 796 747 812 304
libpng 1,496 1,517 1,503 2,058 2,170 1,523 1,466 1,485 2,083 1,915
libtiff 3,546 3,642 3,508 3,793 3,883 3,764 3,710 3,704 3,761 3,697
file 2,283 2,327 2,346 2,553 2,571 2,148 2,342 2,466 2,331 2,391
bento 3,001 3,020 3,135 4,017 3,937 3,566 3,495 3,356 3,855 4,119
wavpack 5,703 5,721 5,683 5,797 5,756 5,780 5,612 5,745 5,633 5,803
cyclonedds 4,822 4,871 5,012 5,612 5,260 4,914 4,885 5,017 5,402 4,956
libming 8,197 8,742 8,775 9,335 9,021 8,847 8,941 8,794 9,048 8,983

AVG 5,061 5,171 5,180 5,763 5,517 5,323 5,254 5,321 5,422 5,561

The optimal result in the conventional coverage-guided fuzzers is highlighted in blue and the corresponding inferior results in the hybrid fuzzers are highlighted in green .
The optimal result for each program among all the studied fuzzers is marked in red.

by the conventional coverage-guided fuzzers, and the corre-
sponding inferior results achieved by the hybrid fuzzers are
marked. We observe that averagely, all the hybrid fuzzers are
more effective than the conventional coverage-guided fuzzers,
e.g., the worst-performing hybrid fuzzer Intriguer still slightly
outperforms the top-performing conventional coverage-guided
fuzzer AFL++ (5,254 edges vs. 5,180 edges). However, such
performance advantages are significantly decreased compared
with their original papers. For instance, Angora and Eclipser
outperform AFL by 9.01% and 5.18% respectively in our study
while by 27.08% and 25.15% respectively in their original
papers. Moreover, while all our studied hybrid fuzzers out-
perform AFL in terms of edge coverage upon each individual
collected benchmark program in their original papers, such
comparison results are also somewhat refuted in our study.
For instance, AFL can outperform Intriguer on 4 out of 15
programs and MEUZZ on 3 out of 15 programs.

Finding 2: The edge coverage advantages of hybrid
fuzzers over conventional coverage-guided fuzzers are
somewhat limited, indicating that the power of concolic
execution has not been fully leveraged.
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Fig. 2. Edge coverage results of reassembled hybrid fuzzing variants

Inspired by Findings 1 and 2, we further investigate the

performance impact from the fuzzing strategies and concolic
executors. To this end, we establish a group of hybrid fuzzer
variants by reassembling their fuzzing strategies and concolic
executors while retaining their original coordination modes.
Specifically, we select the three studied conventional coverage-
guided fuzzers as the fuzzing strategy options. For the concolic
executors (represented as the “hybrid fuzzer name-ce”), since
DigFuzz, MEUZZ and Pangolin all adopt QSYM-ce as their
concolic executors, we select QSYM-ce, Angora-ce, Eclipser-
ce, and Intriguer-ce as the concolic executor options. The
average edge coverage results of our studied hybrid fuzzer
variants are shown in Figure 2 where each column repre-
sents the edge coverage result of one hybrid fuzzer variant
combining one fuzzing strategy and one concolic executor.
Note that the columns labeled with “Origin” refer to the edge
coverage results of the conventional coverage-guided fuzzers.
We then observe that simply changing fuzzing strategies or
concolic executors alone incurs limited impact on the edge
coverage results. For instance, combining QSYM-ce with
different fuzzing strategies (i.e., AFL, FairFuzz, and AFL++)
results in 5,763, 5,830 and 5,842 explored edges respectively
where the maximum performance gap is merely 79 edges.
Moreover, when combining AFL++ with different concolic
executors, the optimal edge coverage result is achieved by
combining with QSYM-ce (5,842 explored edges) even though
Eclipser and Intriguer are proposed to improve over QSYM.

Finding 3: Simply updating fuzzing strategies or con-
colic executors alone in hybrid fuzzers leads to limited
edge coverage impact.

We further evaluate the studied fuzzers in terms of the
unique crashes which are derived by analyzing the coverage
updates upon program crashes following prior work [2], [3],
[10], [15], [41], [51]. Table IV presents the results of unique
crashes which occur on 10 of 15 benchmark programs. We
can observe that while QSYM can achieve the non-negligible



TABLE IV
UNIQUE CRASHES ON REAL-WORLD BENCHMARK

Program AFL FairFuzz AFL++ QSYM Angora Eclipser Intriguer DigFuzz MEUZZ Pangolin

readelf 5 6 5 6 7 5 7 4 4 8
nm 10 10 11 10 13 12 7 9 9 13
objdump 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 0 0 3
tcpdump 6 6 5 7 6 4 8 4 3 4
libjpeg 36 30 30 34 28 22 26 18 21 34
jhead 0 2 5 16 0 15 15 12 16 0
libtiff 0 2 3 2 0 1 1 0 0 2
bento 11 19 20 25 28 15 15 21 20 16
cyclonedds 28 30 36 34 32 25 27 29 42 37
libming 10 8 10 10 12 6 10 8 8 10

Total 109 116 128 147 129 107 119 105 123 127

advantage over the conventional coverage-guided fuzzers, e.g.,
exposing 19 more unique crashes than AFL++, the rest hybrid
fuzzers incur somewhat limited or even no advantages. For
instance, Intriguer and MEUZZ only expose 3 and 7 more
crashes respectively than FairFuzz. Additionally, AFL exposes
more total crashes than Eclipser and DigFuzz (109 vs. 107 and
105 crashes) and dominates in project libjpeg (36 crashes).

Finding 4: Most studied hybrid fuzzers incur rather lim-
ited or even no advantages over conventional coverage-
guided fuzzers in exposing unique crashes upon real-
world benchmark programs.

2) RQ2: Impact of coordination mode: Previous findings
altogether indicate that the power of hybrid fuzzers has
been compromised so far and updating either their fuzzing
strategies or concolic executors alone leads to limited effect.
Accordingly, we then investigate how their coordination modes
impact fuzzing performance. Note that fuzzing strategies are
leveraged for prompt program state exploration and concolic
executors are leveraged for exploring hard-to-cover program
branches [9], [13], [15], [21], [23]. Ideally, they should explore
no common edges. Thus, to evaluate the effectiveness of the
coordination modes adopted by our studied hybrid fuzzers, we
propose a metric namely redundant edge ratio to reflect the
magnitude of the common edges explored by the fuzzing strat-
egy and the concolic executor of a hybrid fuzzer. In particular,
we calculate the redundant edge ratio ϕ via Equation 1.

ϕ(F,C) =
|F ∩ C|
|C|

(1)

where C and F refer to the total edges newly explored
by executing the concolic executor and the fuzzing strat-
egy (i.e., AFL) respectively. Ling:[where C and F refer
to the total edges firstly explored by the concolic executor
and the fuzzing strategy (i.e., AFL) respectively. Ideally,
their intersection should be empty. However, due to separate
global coverage states, fuzzing strategy synchronizes coverage
states periodically from concolic executor, causing inevitable
coverage-updating gaps. Thus, fuzzing strategy and concolic
executor can repeatedly explore the same edges, causing non-
empty intersection between C and F .] Intuitively, the larger
redundant edge ratio is, the more common program branches
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Fig. 3. Redundant edge ratio of studied fuzzers
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process_EXIFReadJpegSections

if (memcmp(Data+2, “Exif”, 4) == 0) { 
    if (!process_EXIF(Data, itemlen)) { 
        free(Sections[—-SectionsRead].Data); 
    } 
    break; 
}

cmpl  $0x66697845,0x2(%r14)   
je    61e7 <ReadJpegSections+0x627>

mov   %ebp,%esi 
mov   %r14,%rdi 
call  8df0 <process_EXIF>

b5

b1

Fig. 4. An example in project jhead

are solved by the concolic executor and the fuzzing strategy,
compromising the effectiveness of the concolic executor, i.e.,
degrading the effectiveness of hybrid fuzzers.

Figure 3 presents the redundant edge ratio results of our
studied hybrid fuzzers for each benchmark program. Surpris-
ingly, we observe quite significant average redundant edge
ratios for most of the benchmarks, ranging from 0.47 (jhead)
to 0.95 (libjpeg). For instance, in project libjpeg, the redundant
edge ratio is larger than 0.95 in all the studied hybrid fuzzers
except QSYM (0.80). Such results indicate that our studied
hybrid fuzzers incur quite severe redundant edge exploration
between fuzzing strategies and concolic executors. Moreover,
combining with Table III, we further find that the performance
of hybrid fuzzing is highly correlated with redundant edge
ratio. In particular, QSYM achieves the optimal edge coverage
results (5,763 edges) and the lowest redundant edge ratio
(0.65) among all. Meanwhile, Eclipser and Intriguer respec-
tively achieve inferior edge coverage (5,323 and 5,254 edges)
and higher redundant edge ratios (0.92 and 0.91). Moreover,
for project jhead, the edge coverage advantage of hybrid
fuzzers is rather significant (i.e., 300+ explored edges for
all the conventional coverage-guided fuzzers vs. 885 and 823
explored edges respectively for QSYM and Eclipser). Note that
the redundant edge ratio in project jhead is even 0 for QSYM
and MEUZZ. We then examine the source code of project
jhead to infer the cause. In particular, Figure 4 presents a code
snippet of project jhead which calibrates the if condition to
find out whether string “Exif” (i.e., 0x66697845 in its binary
form) is matched in function ReadJpegSection (the com-
plete code and its corresponding labels are presented in [20]
due to page limit). For conventional coverage-guided fuzzers,
the probability of generating the feasible input matching such
32-bit value via probabilistic mutation is 1/232 ≈ 2.3×10−10.
Therefore, we infer that the chance to explore the edge



associated with such if condition is rather low, i.e., the edge
exploration of the scope under such if condition can be easily
halted. However, applying concolic execution can quickly
solve the path constraint of the if condition such that fuzzing
strategies are further leveraged to promptly explore the edges
within function process_EXIF. Such results enlighten that
for a hybrid fuzzer, its coordination mode potentially plays a
vital role for impacting its effectiveness.

Finding 5: The hybrid fuzzing effectiveness is reflected
by redundant edge ratio which is highly relevant to their
coordination modes.

We further investigate the performance impact from the
individual components of the coordination mode. First, we
investigate how the scheduling mechanism affects the edge
coverage. As mentioned, DigFuzz and MEUZZ propose their
scheduling mechanisms with the Monte Carlo method [40] and
the supervised regression model [49] respectively in order to
schedule the seeds according to their capabilities for exploring
hard-to-cover edges, while the rest studied hybrid fuzzers
randomly select seeds, for concolic execution. However, we
find from Figure 3 that QSYM outperforms DigFuzz in all of
the programs and MEUZZ in 10 out of 15 programs where
the average redundant edge ratio is 0.65 for QSYM, 0.71 for
MEUZZ and 0.87 for DigFuzz. Such results indicate that the
seed scheduling mechanisms adopted by our studied hybrid
fuzzers do not effectively limit redundant edge ratio.

Finding 6: The seed scheduling mechanisms adopted by
our studied hybrid fuzzers do not effectively alleviate
the issue of redundant edge exploration.

We also attempt to investigate the effect of synchroniza-
tion. Note that only Pangolin specifically designs its syn-
chronization mechanism while the rest studied hybrid fuzzers
simply input the resulting seeds from the concolic execution
to the fuzzing strategy. Specifically, Pangolin first linearizes
path constraint to the polyhedra abstraction domain with the
SMT-opt algorithm [38] for limiting mutation spaces. Then
Pangolin utilizes a sampling algorithm, i.e., Dikin walk [39]
to sample the abstraction domain to derive the mutants as
the seeds for the fuzzing strategy. We then concentrate our
analysis on comparing the edge coverage results between
QSYM and Pangolin because they only differ in their adopted
synchronization mechanisms. Surprisingly, although Pangolin
attempts to enhance QSYM via its specifically designed syn-
chronization mechanism, it still performs worse in terms of
edge coverage, i.e., 5,561 edges vs. 5,763 edges on average.
Such result indicates that the existing effort on strengthening
the synchronization mechanism of hybrid fuzzers poses rather
limited performance impact.

Finding 7: The existing effort on strengthening the
synchronization mechanism causes limited impact on the
edge coverage performance of hybrid fuzzers.

E. Discussion

Previous findings indicate that while the coordination modes
significantly impact the performance of hybrid fuzzers, the
existing effort on the scheduling and synchronization mecha-
nisms lead to rather limited effectiveness. We then discuss the
possible reasons. In particular, we first discuss why enhancing
seed scheduling in the studied hybrid fuzzers (i.e. DigFuzz
and MEUZZ) does not effectively alleviate the redundant edge
exploration (Finding 6). More specifically, during concolic
execution, each conditional branch along the execution path
of PUT is negated to solve the corresponding path con-
straints. Note that such effort can be cost-ineffective upon
the conditional branch which can be explored by fuzzing
strategies usually with much lower overhead. Moreover, the
coverage updates on applying fuzzing strategies and concolic
executions are mutually unknown for all our studied hybrid
fuzzers. Therefore, the concolic executor is likely to spend
massive effort on solving the edges which have been explored
by the fuzzing strategy. Typically, fine-grained scheduling
is expected to successfully rule out the redundant edge ex-
ploration. Unfortunately, even when MEUZZ and DigFuzz
attempt to shepherd their seed scheduling mechanisms via
refined machine learning or statistics approaches, they fail to
distinguish the worth of each edge to be explored by concolic
executors, and thus are ineffective on preventing redundant
edge exploration. Accordingly, we infer that proposing finer-
grained edge-oriented rather than seed-oriented scheduling
mechanisms is essential.

We then discuss why the synchronization mechanism of
Pangolin causes limited performance impact. Specifically, we
infer that the polyhedra abstraction domain [37] is not an
optimal choice out of the three sound abstract domains (in-
terval [18], octagon [52] and polyhedra) used for limiting
mutation space with different precision levels and time cost.
Specifically, the polyhedra abstraction domain is adopted by
Pangolin due to its highest precision for approximating path
constraints which results in the fewest false positives (i.e.,
mutants which cannot be executed to increase code coverage).
However, the fuzzing strategy adopted by Pangolin, i.e., AFL,
can quickly filter out such mutants [1], [23], [27] such that
adopting any abstract domain actually lead to close effects on
limiting the mutation space. Thus, one could totally adopt the
interval abstraction domain with the lowest time cost instead.

In addition to Dikin walk [39] adopted by Pangolin, there
are also other representative sampling algorithms (e.g., Hit-
and-run [53], Vaidya walk [19] and John walk [19]) for the
Rd domain defined by n constraints where n is the total
number of path constraints with d corresponding symbolic
inputs (generally n≫ d) for concolic execution in our paper.
Notably, compared with the time complexity of Dikin walk
(O(n2d3)), the time complexity of John walk (O(nd4.5)) is



less dependent on n, i.e., the amount of path constraints,
while more dependent on d, i.e., the amount of program
symbolic inputs. Since in real-world programs, the amount
of path constraints largely exceeds the amount of program
symbolic inputs [24], [38], applying John walk thus can be
more efficient, i.e., exploring more edges under given time.

IV. ENHANCING HYBRID FUZZERS

A. Approach

Inspired by our previous findings and discussion, we pro-
pose Cohuzz (Coordinated hybrid fuzzing framework with
advanced coordination mode) which strengthens the hybrid
fuzzer performance by optimizing their scheduling and syn-
chronization mechanisms on top of QSYM. Figure 5 presents
the workflow of Cohuzz. Specifically, Cohuzz first applies
the edge-oriented scheduling which identifies the edges with
unexplored sibling edges (marked as ➊) and extracts the
corresponding branch features (➋) as input to an online linear
regression model [54] based on Stochastic Gradient Descent
(SGD) [17] for predicting the utility and scheduling the edges
for concolic executors (➌). Moreover, by taking the result-
ing seeds after applying the concolic executors (➍), Cohuzz
applies the sampling-augmenting synchronization mechanism
which adopts the interval abstraction domain with John walk
to generate mutants as input for fuzzing strategies (➎). Mean-
while, the sampling-augmenting synchronization mechanism
incrementally updates our online linear regression model via
the edge utility represented as the corresponding coverage
updates (➏). The details of Cohuzz are illustrated as follows.
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Fig. 5. The framework of Cohuzz

1) Edge-oriented Scheduling: To essentially alleviate the
redundant edge exploration between fuzzing strategies and
concolic executors, we propose the edge-oriented scheduling
mechanism to schedule edges corresponding to the branches
in program execution path for applying the concolic executors.
Algorithm 1 presents the details of the edge-oriented schedul-
ing, we first identify the edges having at least one unexplored
sibling edge, i.e., the edge under one sharing prefix edge, by
analyzing runtime code updates (line 3). Next, we predict the
utility, i.e., the coverage updates, for these edges to be solved
by the concolic executor using the linear regression model
with SGD (line 4). More specifically, inspired by the existing
works [13], [14], [41], [55], [56], we extract the following five

Algorithm 1: Coordination Mode of Cohuzz
Input: Model
Result: res

1 Function PerformingCoordinationMode:
2 res ← set()
3 candidates ← Set of edges with unexplored sibling edges
4 utility ← Model.predict(candidates) ; ▷ predict using

the linear regression model with SGD
5 critical edges ← edgeSchedule(candidates, utility) ;

▷ schedule the edges with high utility
6 for all edge ei in critical edges do
7 si ← Identify the seed covering ei
8 pc ← concolicExec(si, ei)
9 φ̂ ← SMTopt(pc)

10 sample set ← JohnWalk(si, φ̂)
11 for mutant in sample set do
12 if increaseCoverage(mutant) then
13 res.add(mutant)
14 end
15 covi ← Increased coverage
16 Model.update(ei, covi)
17 end
18 return res

features covering the general program and mutant features and
challenges of accessing conditional branches to form a five-
dimensional vector as the input of the online linear regression
model of our edge-oriented scheduling. Ling:[Note that the
model assumes overall coefficients to be estimated for different
benchmark programs where the coefficients converge and the
the resulting feature weights align with the features listed
below descendingly.]

1. Edge distance to the root. As in [14], [56], this feature
refers to the shortest distance traversing from the given edge
to the root to reflect the potential of generating solutions
by the concolic executor [56].

2. Count of unexplored sibling edges. This feature reflects the
potential of exploring edges as in [14], [57]. For a given
edge, the larger such count is, the more possible that more
program states can be explored.

3. Normalized mutant amount. For a given edge, we count
and normalize its corresponding amount of the generated
mutants to reflect the effort by the fuzzing strategy to
explore the given edge, as in [13], [41].

4. Conditional branch type. This feature includes equality
predicates (e.g. cmp instruments with eq or neq) and
statements containing comparison functions (e.g., memcmp
and strcmp) to reflect the challenges of generating the
feasible input via random mutation, as in [14], [58].

5. Condition bit width. This feature refers to the bit width of
operands in a condition as [58], [59] to reflect the challenge
of covering such statement via random mutation.

Then, we schedule the edges with high utility (i.e., namely
critical edges in this paper) and leverage the concolic executor
to solve them (lines 5 to 6). More specifically, we identify
the seed whose execution path covers the critical edge (line
7) to activate the concolic executor to only negate such



critical edge for solving the corresponding constraint (line
8). In this way, we significantly alleviate the redundant edge
exploration, i.e., such critical edges can only be solved by
concolic executors exclusively instead of fuzzing strategies.
For instance, by adopting edge-oriented scheduling to the
sample code in Figure 4, we only schedule edge (b1, b2)
for concolic execution since edge (b2, b3) has no unexplored
sibling edge. Then the concolic executor negates the condition
in b1 and solves the path constraint to explore the critical edge
(b1, b5), preventing the redundant exploration of edge (b2, b4).

2) Sampling-augmenting Synchronization: Algorithm 1
(lines 8 to 10) demonstrates our sampling-augmenting syn-
chronization mechanism which consists of three steps: (1)
generating the path constraint pc via concolic execution for
the target critical edge from edge-oriented scheduling, (2)
converting pc to the interval path abstraction φ̂ by the SMT-
opt algorithm [38] (i.e., determining the scale of each corre-
sponding input), and (3) sampling in the abstraction domain
with John walk and generating the mutants. Accordingly, we
filter the mutants failing to explore new edges and store the
resulting seeds for future executions of fuzzing strategies (line
13). Meanwhile, we collect the coverage updates as the utility
for each solved edge, and update the online SGD regressor, i.e.,
performing incremental learning (lines 15 to 16). Note that the
sampling-augmenting synchronization mechanism is proposed
to not only increase the edge coverage by inputting the mutants
efficiently sampled within limited mutation space for the
fuzzing strategy, but also advance edge-oriented scheduling
by utilizing the edge increase to update the online linear
regression model simultaneously, i.e., enhancing the prediction
accuracy of the edge utility during edge-oriented scheduling.

B. Evaluation

We evaluate the performance of Cohuzz in terms of edge
coverage and bug detection with the identical evaluation setups
as in Section III-B where the results are shown as follows.

1) Edge Coverage: We select AFL and the top-performing
hybrid fuzzer QSYM for performance comparison. To perform
ablation study on our edge-oriented scheduling and sampling-
augmenting synchronization mechanisms respectively, we
build the corresponding Cohuzz variants, i.e., Cohuzzsch with
edge-oriented scheduling only and Cohuzzsync with sampling-
augmenting synchronization only. Table V presents the edge
coverage results for our study subjects. We can observe that
overall, Cohuzz outperforms AFL and QSYM by 32.44% and
16.31% respectively in terms of edge coverage and dominates
all the benchmark programs. We further perform significance
tests to investigate the robustness of the edge coverage ad-
vantage of Cohuzz over QSYM. Following prior work [15],
[27], [44], [47], we leverage Mann Whitney U-test [60] with
one-tailed hypothesis to measure the significance of such
performance advantage. We calculate the p-value between the
edge coverage performance of QSYM and Cohuzz for each
program in terms of two significance levels (i.e., 0.01 and
0.05). We can observe that the p-values listed in Table V are
smaller than 0.01 for 13 of 15 programs and way smaller

than 0.05 for the rest 2 programs, i.e., libjpeg and libtiff (both
0.01059). Such results indicate that Cohuzz can significantly
and consistently dominate all our studied hybrid fuzzers.

We further observe that Cohuzzsch and Cohuzzsync can
outperform all the studied hybrid fuzzers, e.g., outperforming
QSYM by 11.05% and 7.37% respectively. Note that Cohuzz
outperforms Cohuzzsch and Cohuzzsync by 4.73% and 8.32%
which indicates that jointly improving the scheduling and
synchronization mechanisms is rather essential to optimize the
overall performance of hybrid fuzzers. Such results also indi-
cate that edge-oriented scheduling and sampling-augmenting
synchronization can potentially boost each other.

TABLE V
EDGE COVERAGE RESULTS OF COHUZZ

Program AFL QSYM Cohuzzsch Cohuzzsync Cohuzz p-value

readelf 9,176 9,512 10,407 10,236 10,786 0.00596
nm 5,127 5,602 7,824 7,573 8,234 0.00609
objdump 7,358 8,304 8,512 8,453 8,710 0.00609
strip 6,340 7,624 7,839 8,598 9,094 0.00609
tcpdump 9,782 10,279 12,661 10,348 13,130 0.00609
libxml2 5,876 7,888 8,493 7,946 8,640 0.00609
libjpeg 2,902 3,183 3,192 3,190 3,210 0.01059
jhead 304 885 897 890 915 0.00199
libpng 1,496 2,058 2,239 2,197 2,311 0.00609
libtiff 3,546 3,793 3,820 3,842 3,974 0.01059
file 2,283 2,553 2,652 2,730 2,851 0.00609
bento 3,001 4,017 5,624 5,398 6,179 0.00609
wavpack 5,703 5,797 5,832 5,857 5,863 0.00596
cyclonedds 4,822 5,612 5,832 5,713 5,932 0.00609
libming 8,197 9,335 10,177 9,846 10,719 0.00609

AVG 5,061 5,763 6,400 6,188 6,703 0.00640

2) Bug Detection: Following all our studied hybrid
fuzzers [9]–[15], we evaluate Cohuzz on the LAVA-M dataset
with the time budget of 5 hours. Note that while LAVA-
M automatically injects and labels bugs into four programs
(base64, md5sum, uniq, who in coreutils-8.24), it is also quite
common for fuzzers to detect more bugs than the listed ones
[10], [11], [15]. Table VI presents the number of detected
bugs N and the corresponding time cost Tm in minutes by
all the studied techniques. We can observe that they all fully
expose the listed bugs in the subjects base64, md5sum and
uniq while Cohuzz spends way less time than others, i.e.,
around 66 seconds for Cohuzz vs. 604 seconds for the second
fastest hybrid fuzzer Angora. Meanwhile, for program who,
although none of the hybrid fuzzers full expose the injected
bugs within 5 hours, Cohuzz still exposes the most bugs (1,913
bugs) which outperforms Angora by 23.66%.

We further evaluate Cohuzz in terms of unique crashes on
real-world benchmark programs. Overall, Cohuzz exposes a
total of 456 unique crashes (around 2X more than other hy-
brid fuzzers combining with Table IV). Additionally, Cohuzz
exposes the crashes in three programs (strip, file and wavpack)
which cannot be detected by any other studied hybrid fuzzer.
The detailed crash information is presented in our Github
repository [20] due to the page limit. We further manually
calibrate all the crashed files to derive 42 bugs including 37
previously unknown bugs all of which are only detected by
Cohuzz. Table VII presents the bug details where 30 previously
unknown bugs have been confirmed by the developers with 8



new CVEs and 20 of them have been fixed. Note that for the
5 patched bugs in the latest version, Cohuzz can still detect
different execution paths to trigger them.

TABLE VI
BUG RESULTS OF COHUZZ ON LAVA-M

Fuzzer base64 md5sum uniq who

N Tm N Tm N Tm N Tm

QSYM 44/44 8.48 57/57 31.77 28/28 4.55 1,332/2,136 300.00
Angora 48/44 6.75 57/57 16.37 29/28 7.15 1,547/2,136 300.00
Eclipser 46/44 128.33 57/57 147.35 29/28 155.83 1,030/2,136 300.00
Intriguer 46/44 205.07 57/57 132.60 29/28 187.22 1,350/2,136 300.00
DigFuzz 46/44 7.53 57/57 57.30 28/28 4.32 1,146/2,136 300.00
MEUZZ 44/44 7.28 57/57 40.35 28/28 6.50 1,205/2,136 300.00
Pangolin 48/44 9.37 57/57 132.75 29/28 13.27 1,342/2,136 300.00

Cohuzz 48/44 1.07 57/57 1.75 29/28 0.50 1,913/2,136 300.00

TABLE VII
BUGS DETECTED BY COHUZZ IN REAL-WORLD BENCHMARK

Program Function Bug Type Count Bug Status

readelf process object memory leaks 1 Confirmed
nm demangle path stack-buffer-overflow 1 Confirmed

str buf append stack-buffer-overflow 1 Patched
objdump unknow module invalid memory reference 1 Patched
strip bfd getl32 heap-buffer-overflow 3 CVE-2022-38533 & Fixed

bfd getl32 invalid memory reference 2 Patched
group signature heap-use-after-free 1 Patched

libjpeg jpeg read scanlines use-of-uninitialized-value 1 Confirmed
jhead ReadJpegSections use-of-uninitialized-value 1 CVE-2022-37165
libtiff tiffMapProc use-of-uninitialized-value 2 Reported

tiffcp heap-buffer-overflow 1 Confirmed & Fixed
file file tryelf allocation-size-too-big 1 Confirmed & Fixed
bento ParseExtension heap-buffer-overflow 1 CVE-2022-37167 & Fixed

WriteBytes heap-buffer-overflow 1 CVE-2022-37169
AP4 HvccAtom heap-buffer-overflow 3 CVE-2022-37690
AP4 StsdAtom invalid memory reference 2 CVE-2022-37166 & Fixed
AP4 AvccAtom invalid memory reference 1 CVE-2022-37168 & Fixed
Create memory leaks 2 CVE-2022-37691

wavpack MD5 Final heap-buffer-overflow 2 Confirmed & Fixed
cyclonedds parse line heap-buffer-overflow 3 Confirmed & Fixed

idl reference node heap-use-after-free 2 Confirmed & Fixed
idlc parse stack-buffer-overflow 2 Confirmed & Fixed
idl parse invalid memory reference 2 Confirmed & Fixed

libming newVar N heap-buffer-overflow 2 Reported
decompileAction invalid memory reference 3 Reported

V. THREATS TO VALIDITY

Threats to internal validity. The threat to internal validity
mainly lies in the implementation of the studied subjects.
To reduce this threat, we reuse the source code of the
studied hybrid fuzzers and their runtime environment as we
can. For DigFuzz and Pangolin without publicly available
source code, we strictly follow the description in their papers
for re-implementation where the first three authors carefully
review our code to ensure the correctness and consistency.
Ling:[Another threat to internal validity lies in the reliability
of our evaluation results which can possibly be compromised
by randomness. Accordingly, all our results are averaged from
five runs.]
Threats to external validity. The threat to external validity
mainly lies in the subjects and benchmarks. To reduce this
threat, we select 7 representative hybrid fuzzers recently pub-
lished in prestigious software engineering and system security
conferences. We also apply 15 real-world benchmark programs
which are frequently used in the original papers of our studied

hybrid fuzzers and the LAVA-M dataset in our evaluation.
Ling:[Move to internal validity. Another threat to external
validity lies in the reliability of our evaluation results which
can possibly be compromised by randomness. Accordingly, all
our results are averaged from five runs.]
Threats to construct validity. The threat to construct validity
mainly lies in the adopted metrics in our study. To reduce this
threat, we follow many existing fuzzers [5], [15], [27], [41],
[44], [61] to adopt the edge coverage as our evaluation metric.
Moreover, we also evaluate the bug detection capability of the
studied hybrid fuzzers on top of the LAVA-M benchmark and
our real-world benchmark programs.

VI. RELATED WORK

A. Fuzzing

Many fuzzers adopt coverage to guide fuzzing. AFL [1]
retains the mutants executed to increase code coverage as
seeds. Accordingly, AFLFast [2] leverages the Markov chain
model [62] to prioritize low-frequency execution paths, and
AFLGo [3] introduced directed fuzzing which generates inputs
for the target program. FairFuzz [41] increases the edge cov-
erage of AFL by facilitating the exploration of rare branches
identified at runtime. Mopt [51] utilizes the particle swarm
optimization algorithm to schedule mutators. EnFuzz [63]
integrates different fuzzing techniques with a synchronization
mechanism. Additionally, fuzzing has been widely applied in
domain-specific software systems. SGFUZZ [64] is proposed
to test stateful software systems like network protocol im-
plementations. Deephunter [65] fuzzes deep neural networks
with extensible coverage criteria. Liu et al. [66] propose FANS
to detect vulnerabilities in Android native system services by
generating test cases for specific interfaces.

Many fuzzers are proposed to enhance coverage-guided
fuzzing strategies when exploring hard-to-cover program
states. VUzzer [67] integrates its evolutionary fuzzing strategy
via dynamic taint analysis. Steelix [29] leverages light-weight
program analysis to acquire program state information and
locate the offsets for magic bytes. Greyone [68] infers taints of
variables driven by fuzzing and utilizes them to guide program
state exploration. Aschermann et al. [4] exploit input-to-state
relations to improve fuzzing effectiveness. Specifically, hybrid
fuzzers leverage the power of concolic executors in addition
to fuzzing strategies. QSYM [9] tailors a concolic executor
with fast symbolic emulation and enhanced constraint solving.
Accordingly, Angora [10] adopts gradient descent to solve path
constraints. Eclipser [11] proposes grey-box concolic testing
to resolve conditional branches. Intriguer [12] proposes field-
level constraint solving which applies the SMT solver only
for complicated conditions. On the other hand, DigFuzz [13]
proposes probabilistic seed prioritization with the Monte Carlo
method. MEUZZ [14] utilizes a machine learning regression
model to predict seed utility for seed scheduling. Pangolin [15]
uses Dikin walk to uniformly sample a polyhedron path
abstraction. In this paper, we propose Cohuzz to enhance
the coordination mode of hybrid fuzzers for augmenting the
overall fuzzing effectiveness.



Researchers also tend to study the existing fuzzers to guide
the future relevant research. Klees et al. [44] investigate the
experiment setup and statistical analysis methods for reliable
fuzzing evaluation. Liang et al. [69] present the major obsta-
cles and their solutions while applying fuzzing in practice.
Boehme et al. [7] investigate challenges and opportunities for
fuzzing and symbolic execution. Herrera et al. [46] study how
to construct initial seed corpora for fuzzing. Moreover, some
researchers study the rationale of fuzzing strategies. Wang
et al. [70] investigate and evaluate the efficacy of machine
learning techniques in the existing fuzzers. Ding et al. [71]
investigate characteristics and life cycles of the detected faults
of OSS-Fuzz, a continuous fuzzing service for open source
software. Wu et al. [27] evaluate a generic stochastic mutation
strategy adopted in many existing fuzzers and improve the
strategy with a reinforcement learning model. In this paper,
we conduct the first extensive study on hybrid fuzzers and
demonstrate that their coordination modes significantly impact
the overall performance for the first time.

B. Symbolic/Concolic Execution

While symbolic execution has been applied in vulnerability
exploitation for long time [24], [30], it tends to incur high
computation overhead and path explosion. To tackle such
issues, KLEE [31] reserves the solved constraint states to
eliminate the repetitive computation costs. Trabish et al. [72]
propose chopped symbolic execution, which alleviates path
explosion by targeting important code fragments and leverages
static analysis to resolve side effects. Li et al. [73] propose the
heuristic to guide symbolic execution to insufficient explored
program states. Concolic execution [16] combines symbolic
execution and concrete execution [35], [74] to improve ef-
ficiency and scalability in large softwares. SAGE [75] per-
forms concolic execution at the binary level and mitigates
the problem of scalability. Triton [76] is a concolic execution
framework which allows dynamic binary analysis. Poeplau
et al. [34] proposes SymCC which compiles the concolic
execution right in the binary level to facilitate the performance.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have extensively investigated hybrid
fuzzers. Specifically, we first find for many studied hybrid
fuzzes, their performance may not well generalize to other
experimental setups. We further find that their edge cov-
erage performance is highly related to the redundant edge
exploration between applying fuzzing strategy and concolic
execution. Inspired by our findings, we propose Cohuzz with
edge-oriented scheduling and sampling-augmenting synchro-
nization. The evaluation results demonstrate that Cohuzz can
significantly outperform QSYM by 16.31% in terms of edge
coverage and expose 2X more unique crashes than all studied
hybrid fuzzers with 37 previously unknown bugs detected.
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